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About This Game

Ever had that itching desire to break out of hell and into the highest reaches of heaven? In Party of Sin, you take control of the
Seven Deadly Sins in a coopetitive puzzle-platformer for 1-4 players.

Master a large, dynamic team of anti-heroes -- the Seven Deadly Sins -- as you forge your destiny on a quest to troll humanity.
Envy, Greed, Sloth, Pride, Wrath, Lust, Gluttony are all multi-dimensional with special powers useful in many situations.

Swap characters on the fly as you change tactics based on the situation: ALL the Sins are useful in combat, ALL the Sins aid in
puzzle solving, and ALL the Sins have coop interactions, both Good and Evil.

Adventure: A full 6 to 8 hours of gameplay is provided, in both solo and coop modes. Play over 20 levels on your adventure
through Hell, Purgatory, Earth and Heaven. Upgrade your Sins in the shop by collecting God's forbidden apples. Five bosses like

the Demon Narwhal and the Airship Captain stand in your way.

Solo: Being alone requires more thought and planning as you make your escape from hell. Challenging puzzles and battles that
will force you to combine powers in creative ways await you.

Coop: You are not alone! Play with up to 3 of your friends and combine the sin powers in new and sinister ways. You will
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discover that all your powers that work on enemies also work on other sins. Use them to help the team or punish bad behaviour.

Inspired by known classics: Super Smash Bros, Zelda, Super Mario. Party of Sin takes the best games of your youth and melts
them down into a sinful super-game. Powers are adapted from classic mechanics like grappling hooks and time-shifting.

Religious Theme: Explore four biblical worlds as you make your way from the depths of Hell to the vaults of Heaven, one
angel at a time. Fight enemies based in Christian mythology like demons, angels, cherubs and templars. Take the final fight to

Saint-Michael himself!

Join a party of epic proportions that tests your ability to think from the other side of morality… Which Sin are you?
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Title: Party of Sin
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Crankshaft Games
Publisher:
Crankshaft Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:DirectX 10 compatible GPU

DirectX®:10

Hard Drive:250 MB HD space

English,German,French,Italian,Russian
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Great experience to showcase VR to VRgins. I really like this game it is one of my favourites. as you might be able to tell with
how many hours I've played. The only thing I would change is I would like more middle class white male avatars.. I'm a 138
hours into this game, and I have had it a little over a week. I do not have a lot of free time, but I find that when I do, I come
back to this game over and over. The writting for the most part is well done. If you are looking for a good story, then you have
found the game for you. Keep a box of tissues handy.. Awkward interface. Not much fun. Buy Prelogate instead.. Friends not
included. not a bad game, took about 30 hours to finish campaign. Graphics look great in the game. A great purchase!
I got this on sale for roughly $8 USD and I cannot say it wasn't worth it, this is a great budget C172 for VFR flying, this can also
do some IFR flying but is best for VFR. Highly Recommended.

Pros & Cons

Pros:
Great virtual cockpit.
Great VC textures.
Great exterior model.
Fully moving parts.
Good exterior textures.
Good selection of liveries.
Model with gear fairings, and without.
Very fun to fly.
Good flight dynamics.

Cons:
No autopilot.

Overall I give this a 9.5\/10. Great purchase. Like I said, this is highly recommended.
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Simply put, this game is not worth $50. It is basically a reskin of the games for Xbox they released several years ago with added
career modes. I played Lacrosse at the DIII level and while this game does do some things well, it gets bogged down by an
unexplained control scheme, poor AI, and wonky physics. Half-field offense is extremely difficult as is 1v1 dodging because
you can never accurately judge when the D can take the ball away from you. Defensive players simply charge the ballcarrier and
slide up-field with no regard to team defense, turning the game into a fast break simulator. This is a good start and I will pick it
up again when the price drops to around $15-20. Hopefully they get the opportunity to make another and focus on improving
the AI and tweaking the little things so that the game can accurately reflect the half-field game which is where the majority of
the game is played.. This game is really fun.

Pros - It run's very smoothly.
  - The graphics and colors chosen are great.
  - You here the food cooking :P
  - Running your OWN Pub.

Cons - No music
  - I feel like I cant take a break, i guess because im the only employee lol. Even though he was nerfed, he's still a pretty good
character, and I can and will reccomend trying him any day.. Finally a good, easy game for toddlers on Steam. Works well with
touch on a tablet too. An option to hide the mouse\/hand would make it perfect. The graphics are very well done, and the devs are
always looking to make the game better and communicate with the players. This game is worth every cent. I would recommend this
game to everyone that wants to hack and slash and have fun with their friends or by them selves at any time.. I can only confirm
what many have already said: This is a clone of the game "unturned".
"Unturned" is not only better but also FREE!
Within the first few minutes (<30) the local server crashed and I had to start anew. I was just going through a village no combat,
nothing.
For a 9$ game that is pathetic!
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